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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the design, simulation and fabrication of simple C band orthomode transducer (OMT) machined in two identical parts for manufacturing easiness. This device offers compact size and high electrical performance. The device consists of a common circular input port and rectangular ports for horizontal and vertical polarization separation. The common port has a direct transition from circular to rectangular waveguide for the through port coupling. The side port coupling is done via coupling slot and waveguide transition. The design of the device utilises the concept of class I asymmetric based OMT and intermediate truncated circular waveguide. The device is simulated and optimised in CST Microwave Studio and the simulated results of the device are compared with the measured results. The measured return losses of the both rectangular ports are better than 20dB, port to port isolation greater than 50dB and cross-polarization discrimination better than 35dB. The measured results were in good agreement with the simulated results.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An Orthomode Transducer (OMT) is a basic component of feed system which provides the frequency reuse in earth station antennas. The OMT separates the orthogonal polarization within the same frequency band which enhances the channel capacity. There is an increase in demand for antennas with wide C band reception i.e. from 3.4–4.2 GHz by upgrading the existing antennas of frequency range 3.625–4.2 GHz. This requires the design change for enhancing the fractional bandwidth of OMT to 21%. An asymmetric OMT is sufficient to cover less than 30% bandwidth to dictate the requisite port to port isolation and input matching capability without the introduction of higher order modes. In this paper the OMT is manufactured in two symmetrical pieces. A compact transition is employed from circular common port to rectangular through port through intermediate truncated circular waveguide [1]. Rectangular coupling slot with rectangular waveguide transition and iris is employed for the side port. The circular waveguide contain dual polarised signals of TE11 and TE*11 modes and the rectangular ports contain TE10 mode. The dimension of the circular waveguide is selected to allow the propagation of TE11 mode for the lowest frequency of operation. The two rectangular ports are having standard dimensions of WR229 to allow the fitment of low noise amplifier directly to the OMT. This paper covers the recent developments, description, design, simulation and fabrication of OMT. The entire simulation was performed and optimised in CST Microwave Studio. The OMT manufactured is then measured for RF performance.


2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE AND RELATED WORKS

For a waveguide device broad band characteristics is achieved by symmetry. But the fact is that both symmetric and asymmetric devices generate higher order modes. Normally higher order modes are evanescent. But the higher order mode generated stores energy which degrades broad band characteristics. The even order higher order mode generated are easy to compensate compared to the odd order modes. Boifot basically classified waveguide OMTs as class I, II, and III [2],[3] based on their symmetry.

In class I implementation [4]-[7] the through port is symmetric which is used for one mode and a non symmetric side arm which is used for other mode. This is depicted as shown in Figure 1. Because of the non symmetry the percentage bandwidth support is nearly 20%, due to the excitation of higher order modes. This OMT offers the best candidate for narrow bandwidth operation and simple fabrication.

![Figure 1: Basic outline of Class I OMT (from Schlegel and Fowler [8])](image1)

In class II implementation the side port is symmetrical by splitting two symmetrical arms from the common port and the through port is direct transition from the common port. This is depicted as shown in Figure 2. This OMT offers good broad band match performance even for side port.

![Figure 2: Basic outline of Class II OMT (from Brain [9])](image2)
In class III implementation both the arms are symmetrical [10]-[14] as shown in the Figure 3 below. It offers the natural higher order mode cancellations in both the ports. This cancellation is due to the combining of two ports via a power combiner. Thus class III offers the best broad band and isolation performance.

![Figure 3: Basic outline of Class III OMT (Turnstile junction)](image)

From the available literature since our required percentage bandwidth is only 21%, a simple Class I type OMT is sufficient. From the previous works available [15],[16] the single piece fabrication of OMT having taper transition or with quarter wave transformers with reduced height rectangular waveguides is little complex and the overall length is also more. The most recent work [17] of a split type OMT with a common square port has the limitations of return loss and followed a gradual tapering from square common port to rectangular through port which makes the structure lengthier. So a combination of split type OMT with truncated circular waveguide and circular common port is being analysed in this paper.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE OMT

The OMT consists of a common circular port of diameter 58.2mm which can be directly attached to a C band feed horn. The two rectangular ports are of WR 229 dimensions to which C band LNA can be direct mounted. The OMT fabrication is done with two identical split pieces and is screwed at the centre portion to provide perfect butting for avoiding any gaps. The through port is cut from the center of broad wall of waveguide and side port cut from the middle of narrow wall of waveguide. At the middle of broad wall of waveguide, voltage is maximum, and current is minimum, so splitting from middle of broad wall does not affect the performance. On the other hand, at the middle of narrow wall of waveguide, voltage is minimum, and current is maximum, so splitting from middle of narrow wall disturbs the current distribution, hence it degrades the performance at side port. Thus performance of side port depends on the surface smoothness of the symmetrical halves. Deviations in the measured results of OMT from the simulated values may be attributed to fabrication and integration tolerance. The main specifications of the OMT are as shown in below Table 1.
Table 1: OMT Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>3.4-4.2 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Receive Port</td>
<td>2 No’s with WR229 interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSWR</td>
<td>1.3:1 max (Return loss better than 17.7 dB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polarization</td>
<td>Linear- H &amp; V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross Polarisation Discrimination</td>
<td>Better than 35 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port to Port Isolation</td>
<td>Better than 50 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF OMT

The design of the common port circular waveguide diameter is arrived at the TE11 propagation mode at the Common Port of OMT at the lowest frequency of operation i.e, 3.4 GHz. The cut-off diameter of 58.2 mm corresponds to \( f = 3.02 \) GHz in TE11 mode.

The circular diameter has been matched to the broad wall dimension of the rectangular through port to simplify the manufacturing. The common port is followed by transition from circular to rectangular with waveguide mode converter/ waveguide transition which convert one of the dominant TE11 mode to TE10 mode of the through port i.e.,P1 as shown in Figure 2 below.

The waveguide transformers are basically \( \lambda/4 \) transitions which are in the form of truncated circular waveguide. The usage of this transition makes the overall length of the OMT very compact and offers good electrical performance in terms of matching and insertion loss. The side port i.e., P2 couples the TE*11 mode and convert to TE*10 horizontally polarized waves through the rectangular coupling slot. The transformers in the direct path of the OMT offers virtual short for the TE*11 modes, hence allowing maximum coupling of power from this mode to the side port is achieved. The Side port coupling slot dimensions such as slot length and slot width are approximately \( \lambda/2 \) and \( \lambda/10 \) respectively. The matching sections consisting of quarter wave transformers from the coupling slots to WR229 dimensions. The inductive irises are introduced in the side port for providing matching impedance compensation to the capacitive effect of truncated circular section, hence improving the overall return loss. The placement of coupling slot is optimized in CST microwave studio for providing the maximum power coupling.

The entire structure is optimized in CST microwave studio to achieve the required specifications. The 3D model of the simulated OMT is shown in Fig 2 below.

The overall length of this compact OMT is 165 mm. For the simulation set up three ports are defined with number of modes in the
The optimized simulation result for the return loss for the side port is as shown in the Figure 3. It is observed that return losses are better than 22dB.

Figure 3: Simulated return loss port of side port (P2) plot

The optimized simulation result for the return loss for the through port is as shown in the Figure 4. It is observed that return losses are better than 25dB.
The optimized simulation result for the port to port isolation (between the two rectangular ports) is as shown in the Figure 5. It is noted that isolation value is better than 89dB.

The optimized simulation result for the cross polarization discrimination is as shown in the Figure 6. It is observed that the CPD values are better than 47dB.
The optimized simulation result for the insertion loss from the common port to the two orthogonal ports is as shown in the Figure 6. It is observed that the insertion loss values are less than 0.05dB.

5. MEASURED RESULTS OF THE OMT

The OMT made out of aluminium is machined using CNC milling machine and wire cut. After manufacturing the OMT chromation is done for providing corrosion resistance. The two symmetrical pieces are screwed together and ensured that the surface smoothness is good enough to allow perfect butting. The ready to test OMT is as shown below in Figure 7.
The manufactured OMT is tested for the return loss, isolation, cross polarisation discrimination. The insertion loss of OMT cannot be measured to the non availability of one more OMT (back to back testing). The anechoic chamber within the lab is used for measurement of cross polarisation discrimination by having a rotatable probe.

The return loss of the OMT is measured with a scalar network analyser with unused port terminated. The Figure 8 below shows the measured return loss at the side port of the OMT with the other two ports terminated.

Similarly the return loss of through port is measured and recorded as shown in Figure 9 below.
Figure 9: Measured return loss of through port (P1)

The Port to port isolation between the rectangular ports are measured by source at any one rectangular port and then receive at other rectangular port with the common port terminated with a circular load. Similarly the return loss of through port is measured and recorded as shown in Figure 9 below.

Figure 10: Measured port to port isolation
Cross polarization for a given port is the amount of signal present from the orthogonal polarization. The measurement is done in an anechoic chamber with open ended waveguide as the source and the OMT ports as the receiver. The Figure 10 and 11 below shows the measured values at ports when excited with a source of orthogonal polarization.

Figure 11: Cross polarisation discrimination at through port (P1)

Figure 12: Cross polarization discrimination at side port (P2)
6. CONCLUSION

A simple and compact C band OMT having a fractional bandwidth of 21% is being designed, simulated, and manufactured in this paper. Measured results show very good agreement with simulated values. Excellent electrical performance is achieved with return loss of both ports better than 20 dB, port to port isolation greater than 52 dB and Cross Polarization discrimination better than 40 dB. Mechanical fabrication simplicity to achieve light weight and a compact product is also successfully demonstrated. The insertion loss value measurement was missed out due to unavailability of one more OMT. This design can be adopted for the entire narrow band OMT’s of other satellite bands offering simple manufacturing and high performance. It is to be noted that the mechanical butting to be perfect for the split pieces to avoid spikes and performance degradation for the higher band of operation.
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